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AN ECUADORIAN WHITMAN POEM

The poetry of Ecuadorian Roy Sigüenza (b. 1958) is homoerotic in theme and 
terse in expression. He generally focuses on scenes of daily life in ordinary places, 
transforming a movie house or a park bench into a setting for an erotic encoun-
ter. Despite his preference for brevity and simplicity of language, at times he 
makes use of greater stylization, while including references to other homosexual 
writers from both Europe and the United States. Within the Ecuadorian poetic 
scene, Sigüenza, speaking with a new lyric voice (that of a marginalized and 
persecuted homosexual), has developed a style that, very quickly, other poets 
have adopted as a reference point for their own work. One of the few authors 
in Ecuador willing to write of marginalized sexual experiences in an openly 
confessional manner, he has gained a certain status as a literary rebel in his own 
country.  It is not surprising, then, that he would be attracted to Walt Whitman, 
whom he invokes in this modest little poem from his book Ocupate de la noche 
(Cuenca, 2000).  I recently translated this poem with Fernando Iturburu; this 
is the first appearance of Sigüenza in an English translation.
 
Pista de baile 

Aunque prefiera la danza Cheyenne,

el vals le va a Mr. Whitman
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Baila confiado en los brazos de Jack

su último camarada.

 

Sus pasos son naturales

sobre la brillante sala de baile.

Dance Floor

Though he would prefer a Cheyenne dance

the waltz goes well for Mr. Whitman

He dances peacefully in Jack’s arms,

his final comrade.

His steps are natural

gliding the gleaming barroom floor.

This brief poem imagines Whitman, the robust lover of life, as he dances 
with his last male partner. The poet suggests that Walt would have preferred 
something closer to the earth, something more autochthonic, more indigenous 
(“a Cheyenne dance”), but that even the highly civilized waltz is good enough 
for him as “he dances peacefully in Jack’s arms.” The key to the poem is in the 
quiet final twist of the simple concluding couplet: “His steps are natural / glid-
ing the gleaming barroom floor.” Protected and at peace within Jack’s arms, he 
moves naturally across the floor, for this, in fact, is in accord with his nature. 
The barroom feels like a safe haven in this serene poem, with its simple words 
of elegance and security: “peacefully,” “natural,” “gliding,” and “gleaming.”
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